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Outlook for WesternNewMexico
Fire 
29,747 acres, 41% contained. The fire remains active on both
the eastern and western flanks, primarily backing against the
winds. Small burnouts continue to be scheduled to assist in
control and to protect area values at risk.

Smoke 
Today's small weather system passing to the north will
generate S to SE winds this morning, becoming S to SW in the
afternoon. Due to this variability in directions, most locations
north of the fire will see some short-term smoke imacts. Areas
around Reserve, west of the fire, however, will continue to
experience smoke impacts late in the evening, clearing by
mid-morning.

Other locations 
Silver City - no impacts from the Buzzard Fire. Truth or
Consequences and Socorro - Sunday, no impacts. Some light
smoke returning late Monday. Quemado/Pie Town/Grants -
Clearing this morning, only minor impacts possible Sunday pm
through Monday.

Daily AQI Forecast for Jun 03, 2018

Yesterday Sat Forecast Sun Mon
Station hourly 6/02 Comment for Today -- Sun, Jun 03 6/03 6/04

Albuquerque Only minor smoke impacts expected today.

Aragon Occasional morning smoke impacts, good afternoons/evening.

Reserve Regular late night and early morning smoke, clearing by 10 am.

Datil/Magdalena Clear this morning, only minor impacts later in the day, increasing
Monday.

Issued 2018-06-03 13:52 UTC by Mike Broughton

Air Quality Index (AQI) Actions to Protect Yourself
Good None
Moderate Unusually sensitive individuals should consider limiting prolonged or heavy exertion.
USG People within Sensitive Groups* should reduce prolonged or heavy outdoor exertion.
Unhealthy People within Sensitive Groups* should avoid all physical outdoor activity.
Very Unhealthy Everyone should avoid prolonged or heavy exertion.
Hazardous Everyone should avoid any outdoor activity.

Disclaimer: Forecasts may be wrong; use at own risk. Use caution as conditions can change quickly. See your health professional as needed. Smoke sensitive groups should take appropriate
precautions.
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